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I Introduction

This report assumes that those Individuals and agencies

responsible for new school construction in Boston have accepted the idea

that these schools will be so-called conmunity schools. It also assumes

that this concept is new and lacks operational precision. Different

individuals and departments have quite different ideas about what a community

school should be. Part of the purpose of this report Is to A) look briefly

at the community school idea as it has emerged from the activities of the

community groups of Operation Schoolhouse and the Mission Hill Project and

B) to suggest useful ways to expand and develop the concept by subsequent

action.

The report considers specifically the questions of site, racial

balance, and school district lines for schools in the Jefferson and Martin

Districts, The New Jefferson School, part of Boston's Phase I school building

program, illustrates some past and continuing problems with the community

school idea. The suggestions for schools in the Martin District call for the

development of the community school idea to Include additional participation

in school planning and operation by members of the local community, by the

schools' institutional neighbors, and by the Harvard Graduate School of

Education and other schools of education.

Finally, the report suggests that the building of the fourteen

Phase I schools carries with it an obligation and a significant opportunity

to Improve the quality of the education in these new schools. The report

further suggests that a plan for educational improvement in the new schools

should become operational prior to site selection, should extend two years

after the opening of the school, and should involve the full community (i.e.

those participants mentioned above) for that period. The report concludes

with recommendations for carrying out the above suggestions regarding the

community school concept, the educational Improvement of new schools, and the

relation between the two.

See Appendix A for a statement which provides the basis for discussions
about community schools in this paper.
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The author would like to thaiik the following people for their

time and advice in preparing thia report. Mr. William Miller, Mr. Maurice

Ford, Miss Florence M. Hawkins and Miss Dorothy Morrill of the Boston School

Department; Mr. Mace Wenniger and Mr. Jay Trinimins of the BRA: Mr. John

Kerzog, Mr. George Thomas, Miss Amy Kovntr, Mr. Robert Rafsky, Dr. Robert

Binswanger, Mr. Joseph Walch of the Harvard Graduate School of Education,

and Dr. Robert Anderson, Dr. Ronald Jackson, William Webster and other

members of the staff of Operation Schoolhouse, Miss Kathleen Ridder of the

Bronley-Heath Community Health Center, and Mr. Ralph Pread and Mr. David

Cowles of the Jamaica Plain APAC.

II The Schools and the Neighborhood

Tlie health of any neighborhood can be affected by its public

schools, which both reflect and are partly responsible for its strengths

2
and weaknesses. The Mission Hill-Parker Hill area adjacent to Harvard

Medical School and most of its teaching hospitals, is well located with

respect to both English and Latin High - though only a small percentage

of students from the two districts attend these schools. In the future

it will be adjacent to the Madison Park high school and perhaps the pro-

jected technical/vocational center. It is less fortunate with respect to

its elementary schools.

The one parochial and five public elementary schools in the Mission

Hill-Parker Hill neighborhood are pbtentially vital resources for surrounding

families and for the hospitals - in so far as they educate potential

employees and, at least theoretically, the children of hospital staff.

Unfortunately, however, these schools suffer fron many of the ills plaguing

inner-city schools in other cities. Leaving aside such characteristics of

these schools as the generally low- per-pupil expenditure of local funds
3

(one half of that spent on suburban children according to a recent study ),

we can acknowledge four serious problems relevant to this report: the age

of the schools in the MH-PH neighborhood, their changing racial composition,

their isolation from the indigenous community and their institutional

neighbors, and - the problem that summarizes the other three - their

less than quality educational

The Martin and Jefferson School Districts - numbers 18 and 23 on Map #1.

Christopher Jencks, "Is the Pu1

No. 2, Winter 1966, pp. 18-27.
"^Christopher Jencks, "Is the Public School Obsolete?" The Public Interest
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opportunities

.

Present plans of the Boston School Department and School Committee

are intended, at least theoretically, to remedy three of these problems. The

School Committee's most recent plan, for school construction, as that plan is

being implemented by the planners of Operation Schoolhouse, will result in

fourteen new racially balanced schools. Thus far, however, the question of

isolation from the community has tet to be fully solved. In other words, the

extent to which these new schools will be community schools remains very much

open. The plans for the first three elementary schools in North Dorchester do

mention community schools - but only in the sense of providing additional,

improved facilities in a school building that will be open after traditional

school hours. These plans say nothing about making the new schools any more

accountable to the parents, any more sensitive to their concerns and aspira-

tions than were the schools they are replacing. Nor do these plans - or

other plans eminating from the School Department or the School Committee -

mention any program for improving the quality of the education in the fourteen

new schools. This matter is not technically within the province of the

Operation Schoolhouse planners; within the School Department, however, the

Office of Program Development does seem ideally suited to grappling with this

problem.

In attempting to solve the problem of aging schools the Boston

School Committee has had to address itself to the problem of racial imbalance.

That is, in order to obtain the 65% of school building costs specified in the

Massachusetts Racial Imbalance Law of 1965 the School Committee has had to

plan for racially balancing all of the schools in the first phase of the

program. The achievement of racial balance is, however, increasingly difficult

to achieve in a city that reflects the national trend toward growth of the

Negro population and exodus of whites.

Toward the Elimination of Racial Imbalance in the Public Schools ; 1966-1967

Plan . Boston, Mass.: The Boston School Committee. February, 1967.

Robert J. Havighurst, Education in Metropolitan Areas , (Boston: Allyn and

Bacon, 1967). Chapters 3 and 6.
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Specifically, Boston figures for non-white births, movement of

whites from the city, and, to a lesser extent recently, in-migration of Negroes

all point to increased Negro school enrollment. This trend is particularly

obvious in the TIH-PH area where between 1964 and 1966 the percentage of

Negroes in all five public elementary schools increased substantially. (In

1967, hosever, gross school attendance figures show that the enrollment in

these schools is holding steady - see Table 1.)

Before considering the complex questions of community schools and

school improvement, this report will deal with the problems of site, racial

balance and district lines in two school districts - the Martin (18 on Map //I),

where no Phase I school is planned, and the Jefferson (23 on Map #1), where

the School Committee has planned a 1000-pupil K-5 school to replace the

Jefferson and Bulfinch schools.

Ill The Martin District ; School Construction

The School Committee's most recent plan for alleviating racial

imbalance has no provision for building a school in the Martin District. The

plans of the Boston Redevelopment Authority for the Mission Hill area do,

however, call for the eventual acquisition and demolition of the Ira Allen

and Boy's Trade Schools (see Map #1). The replacements for these buildings

would not be a new school but residential and institutional buildings and

open space. If this plan were carried out without any additions to existing

facilities in the district, the Tobin and Farragut Schools would have to

absorb between 160 and 180 children into their kindergarten, first and second

grades, putting a severe strain on already overcrovjded facilities at these

two schools.

There is, of course, the somewhat remote possibility that the

school population in the district will have dropped by at least 200 by the time

the Allen is demolished. The BRA GNAP for the area does point out A) that the

population is heavily weighted with older couples and young professionals who

appear to move out when they have children, and B) that the gross population

for the area has been declining since 1950. It is also important to recognize

Changes in School Attendance Districts as a. Means of. Alleviating Racial

Imbalance in the Boston Public Schools - Final Report, August 1966, Joint
Center for Urban Studies. Pp. 11:1 - 11:15.
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that this trend is not necessarily a good one and that there might be at least

partial remedies for it.

It is, of course, possible to argue that a district showing this

kind of population trend requires not a new building but a carefully worked

out bussing scheme to insure that the children from the district attended

racially balanced schools. Clearly, bussing of some kind would be an absolute

necessity if the Ira Allen were closed. But this kind of short-term solution

would eliminate only one imbalanced school; It could not effect either the

racial balance or the educational quality of the other two schools.

A more comprehensive plan for the roughly 1200 elementary school

age children in the Martin district should provide them with adequate school

buildings and improved, integrated education in cooperation with the

surrounding districts.

It should be obvious, moreover, that bussing is .directly anti-

thetical to a community school, simply one more fragmenting influence on the

life of a community. Unfortunately some interpretations of the recent Coleman

Report have led educators to the conclusion that integration is the equivalent

of school improvement: All a system has to do is integrate its student body

by closing the largely Negro schools and bussing those children to the under-

occupied, predominantly white schools, and school improvement will take care

of itself. There is nothing in the Coleman Report or any other research that
Q

would justify such a conclusion. Even the most enthusiastic proponents of

schools integration can claim only that the report suggests that integration

In September 1967 there were actually 1271 children attending Kindergarten

through eighth grade in the three public schools and another 900 in the Lady

of Perpetual Help Grammar School on Smith Street near the corner of Smith

and St. Alphonsus Streets.

g
Dr. Coleman's remarks at a recent Colloquium at the Harvard Graduate School

of Education emphasize just the opposite point. "Schools can no longer take

their traditionally passive role, providing only a set of free public

resources . . . the roles are reversed. The responsibility to create educa-

tional achievement lies with the institution, not the child. The reduction

inequality of opportunity (for whites and blacks) is the responsibility of

the school." Harvard Educational Review , Winter 1968.
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may be a necessary but by no means sufficient condition for improved education

for Negroes.

What the Coleman Report and other research do not point out is the

reversed role of good or improved education in integration. The Exodus and

Metco programs indicate the desire of the more able, articulate parents to

send their children to good schools - even at the risk of sending their elemen-

tary school children to distant and perhaps initially inhospitable schools,

l^at is clear from the movement of Negro children out of the so-called ghetto

schools is the importance of good schools. Given the kind of mobility afforded

by Exodus and Metco and open enrollment generally, conscientious parents will

send their children to good schools where ever they can find them. Hence it

is important to supplement short-term plans for bussing with long-term plans

for improved schools for children of all races. Otherwise, the bulk of the

more able students will be concentrated in a few schools, leaving the rest

with the less ambitious, less academically oriented students and parents.

For several reasons then, the construction of an elementary school

- and, ideally, a middle school - in the Martin district seems to be both

desirable and necessary. First, several of the schools are old and need to

be replaced. Second, a new school can be a catalyst for improved education -

which itself can be vised A) to encourage the maintenance of racial balance in

the schools and B) to keep the more able Negro students from going outside the

system and beyond the range of schools over which they might reasonably be

expected to have some influence.

However, since all three of the public elementary schools in the

Martin District are imbalanced (see Table 1) and two are old, the school

construction problem there is both acute and difficult to solve - given the

requirement that a new school for the district would have to be planned to

reduce imbalance. Consider first the problem of site. If the School Depart-

ment does not want to continue the process of nibbling the residential

It would, of course, be possible to reduce the precentage of imbalanced

schools in the system simply by combining all three schools into a large

1200-pupil-heavily imbalanced school.
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neighborhood to death (as educational and hospital expansion has done for

some years), it must consider one of four sites: 1) The top of Parker Hill -

eleven acres owned by the Robert Brect Brigham Hospital - was considered

briefly by the Public Facilities Commission for the proposed Jefferson school.

(Map #2, site #1) It was rejected because of its bad winter transportation

problems, its remoteness from its intended students and its windswept setting.

It is very nearly as remote from the Mission Hill Extension as is the proposed

Jefferson school.

2) The second site is in the middle of the large block formed by

Smith, St. Alphonsus, Tremont and Parker Streets. This land, presently owned

by the City of Boston, amounts to 205,086 sq. ft./4.7 (+) acres and is not

large enough for a new school. It might, however, provide sufficient space

to make possible the expansion of the present Tobin School, making it either

all elementary or all middle school. Informal conversation with the architect

of the Tobin School, Mr. Paul Colletti, has suggested the feasibility of

putting another two stories on the present building. Such an expansion would

require A) more efficient use of the existing playground area and B) access

to the M.J. Tobin Memorial Building where there are gym facilities adequate

to middle school use. This arrangement would, of course, require the coopera-

tion of the park department which has thus far been unwilling to allow the

Tobin school to use the building. The Tobin school is also adjacent to the

Baker Hill Branch of the Boston Public Library which could be made available

to middle school children probably more readily than to elementary school

children.

3) A third site is on the large triangular block defined by the

Jamaica Way, Huntington Avenue, and Francis Street (Map 02, site #3). This

site will eventually be developed by the Affiliated Hospitals and will include

hospital buildings, apartments for hospital personnel, and open land for

recreation. Present plans call for use of the land in such a way that there

would not be room for a 1000-pupil elementary school.

4) The fourth possibility is the so-called quarry site (Map #2,

site #4). Most of the upper level of the quarry behind Elm Farm Market

(bounded by Allegheny, St. Alphonsus, Tremont and Calumet Streets) is owned

by the President and Fellows of Harvard - according to the BRA. This holding

consists of A) two large lots north of Allegheny Street (a private way)
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amounting to 161,946 sq. ft./3.7 acres and B) two smaller lots south of

Allegheny Street amounting to 81,445 sq. ft. /I. 9 acres: a total of 243,391

sq. ft./5.6 acres. This land would provide a nucleus that could be added to

in two ways. l)Taking the houses facing Calumet Street would yield 98,906

sq. ft./2.27 acres. 2) Taking the privately owned sloping land between the

Huntington Avenue elevation and the land at the top would add 44,797 sq. ft./

1.03 acres without taking any houses. The total would come to 8.9 acres

without taking the three commercial properties in the "bowl" that faces out

onto Brigham Circle. This bowl contains three plots, totalling 117,331 sq.

ft./2.6 acres. Acquisition of this land would perhaps be costly, but it would

bring the total acreage up to 11.5 acres.

The purpose of acquiring the bowl would not, however, be to put a

school on that valuable commercial property. Rather, the purpose would be to

improve the commercial possibilities of that land by building stores, etc.

that would keep pace with the developments on the other corners of Brigham

Circle: the Affiliated Hospitals development on the corner of Francis Street

and Huntington Avenue and the eventual replacement of the Peter Bent Brigham

Hospital.

The quarry site has the advantages of being centrally located

within the district and of requiring a minimum of residential land taking.

It has the disadvantage, however, of being what might be called a split-level

site; its upper l^vel is nearly four stories above the lower level where the

Elm Farm Market and the First National Bank buildings are now located. Thus

a solution of the problem posed by this site would have to achieve the follow-

ing objectives: 1. Preserve and enhance the commercial properties on Calumet

and Trenont Streets; 2. Overcome the problem posed by differences in ele-

vation; Provide a large enough site on the top level for a 1000-pupil ele-

mentary school and its outdoor recreation facilities.

10.

The concept of joint use of a single building or site by schools and

businesses is being explored by Dr. John Letson in Atlanta, Georgia, where a

new school building is being constructed which will have only 58 percent of

its floor space devoted to actual school uses - the rest to be commercial or

civic. And in New York, Mr. Lloyd K. Garrison, former president of the Board

of Education, has developed the Educational Construction Fund which has the

legal capacity to finance the development of school buildings as part of

larger buildings to be used for housing, office space, etc. A major purpose

of the Fund relates directly to a problem in the Martin District - to get

maximum school building use without losing valuable commercial property.
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The solution recommended by the author would have at least the

following features: 1. The present business buildings would be replaced by

a modem L-shaped, three or four story building along Calumet and Tremont

Streets. (The businesses presently located on the site would, of course,

have first option on moving into this building.) These businesses would draw

their customers from the surrounding neighborhood, the staff of the hospitals

who commute, and the residents of the new hospital housing.

2. Behind these buildings and attached to them would be a parking

garage with entrances on Tremont and Calumet Streets. This facility would

accommodate customers shopping at the businesses in front, people who drive to

the hospitals, and the staff and faculty of the school on the top level.

3. The top of the parking garage would be level with the upper

elevation of the site and serve as the foundation of the school, thus making

it possible to keep most of the open space on the upper part of the site free

for recreation. If space for a gymnasium or other facilities were a problem,

these could be located on the top floor of the parking garage, i.e., one stage

or floor below the level of the playing fields.

Clearly the integration of these three features would require a

full scale engineering study to determine their feasibility. If this initial

study indicated that there was reason to continue, the architectural planning

might become a design problem at, for example, the Harvard School of Design.

In short, a great deal of work remains to be done before any definitive

answers about this site are available. The author recommends that this study

begin as soon as possible - under the joint auspices of the School Department

and the Affiliated Hospitals.

IV The Martin District ; Racial Balance

The problem of achieving racial balance is just as acute as that

of finding a building site. As of the October, 1967, school census, all three

public schools (the Farragut, the Tobin, and the Ira Allen) were imbalanced

(see Table 2). Thus, the Martin differs from the Jefferson, which has one

balanced and one imbalanced school, in that no mixing of public school

populations within the district can effect racial balance - even on paper.

Whereas in the Jefferson it is possible to achieve a "paper balance" before
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building. In the Martin the direction must, in part, be reversed: the

building of the school must be considered the catalyst for racial balance

rather than the result of it.

Using this general approach there are several possible solutions

to the problem of racial balance. The first is to move Negro pupils out and

whice pupils in. The plan for getting Negro children to go to the new

Jefferson school will be discussed below and shown to involve several un-

certainties. Two of the schools in the district (the Farragut and the Tobin)

could, at least in theory, be racially balanced by bussing Negro children to

other more distant, less imbalanced schools. In practice, however, this

would involve singling out Negro children in an arbitrary manner that could

be illegal as well as impractical. The Ira Allen is about 90% Negro and would

pose a much larger bussing problem. But if the school were closed - as the

BRA recommends - and all the students bussed to other schools, the problem

of discriminatory treatment within the Allen population would be greatly

reduced: virtually all the students would be bussed, not just Negroes. This

plan would represent a very short-term solution in that it would leave the

Farragut and the Tobin Schools still imbalanced and still without any plan

for school improvement.

When such large numbers of children are involved in bussing this

approach must be seriously weighed against developing an integrated school in

or near the district - and perhaps demolishing a near-by predominantly white

school and bussing these children to a new Farragut school. It is clear,

however, that attracting white children from neighboring districts in general

and able children of all races in particular would depend upon the quality of

the school. If the school is clearly superior, white children might come from

the Milmore School north of the Martin District (top of Map #1), but since

most adjacent Boston (as distinct from Brookline) districts are imbalanced

any influx of students would probably include significant numbers of Negroes.

The chance of white elementary pupils being bussed from farther away also

seems somewhat remote at this time - unless a new school builds a good

reputation quickly.

A second source of white students may be the projected hospital
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housing. (Map #2, site #3) According to a survey done for Bertrand

Goldberg, the architect for the whole hospital block, the housing can expect

to attract about 300 children evenly spread through grades K - 9, i.e., about

30 children per grade, 210 in a K - 5 elementary school. The only assurance

that these children will be white is that the housing is built with funds

stipulating that it be for hospital personnel, who would, according to present

observations, be mostly all white. If these children did materialize and did

attend the local schools they would balance the present Farragut school

population, making it 35% Negro, 65% white in a 536-pupil school. (Though if

they were simply pooled with all of the other elementary school children in

the district that population would still be 57% imbalanced.) A clear problem

with this source of white pupils is that there is no date set for construction

of the hospital housing and no certainty that it will produce 210 white

children. These apartments must not, however, be discounted as a source of

white children. As planned they contrast sharply to the two private, high

12
rise buildings, Charlesbank Apartments and Back Bay Towers, which are

expensive and have too small units to be an encouraging source of elementary

school children.

The third potential source of almost 900 white children is the

Lady of Perpetual Help Grammar School on Smith Street near the comer of

Smith and Alphonsus. The addition of these children would make a total public

elementary school population of 2171, roughly 60% white, 40% Negro. This,

of course, assumes that the white population would not decrease, an uncertain

assumption in light of comments made by white mothers about the state of the

neighborhood and their desire to leave it and the BRA's 1965 findings that

the number of white families in the area with school-age children has

decreased steadily since 1950. These same mothers did, however, claim that

the education in the Tobin was better than that in the Parochial school, but

were reluctant to send their children out of fear for their safety.

By Real Estate Research Corporation, 72 Monroe Street, Chicago.

^^Between the Mission Hill Housing Project, St. Alphonsus Street and

Huntington Avenue. Map #2.
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At this distance it is impossible to speculate on the fate of the

parochial elementary school - though there is the precedent of North Cambridge

where the advent of a new public elementary school provided the occasion for

closing the parochial school. And there is the fact that Mission High has

responded to the pressures of reduced enrollment and/or straitened finances by

phasing out the boys part of the high school. Finally there is the fact that

the parochial elementary school has reduced its first and second grades from

three to two sections, following a pattern similar to that in the Blessed

Sacrament School in Jamaica Plain. What appears to be a trend clearly needs

further exploration with the directors of the Mission Church.

Each of the three sources of white students depends on the

existence of a first rate school. A mediochre or poor school will not attract

students to come by bus; nor will it encourage white families (or Negro

families who are able to move) to live in the hospital apartments; nor will it

provide a justifiable occasion for phasing out the parochial elementary school

or nearby elementary schools. The plans for the 14 Phase I schools show a

racial balance that may hold through the present school year, but which only

roughly approximates what may be expected when the schools open three years

hence. The above suggestions of sources of white children seem no more

problematical right now and could, with careful planning, bear very real fruit

by the time an elementary school opened.

V The Jefferson and Martin Districts ; A Middle School

Boston's Phase I plans for the Jefferson and Martin districts do

not call for a middle school in the area. This is, nevertheless, a serious

need. The Timilty at 205 Roxbury Street across Tremont Street from Mission

Hill-Parker Hill is already crowded - though somewhat less so in 1967 - and

badly inbalanced (98% Negro as of October, 1967). It cannot, therefore, be

expected to absorb all of the sixth graders (over 100 children) no longer able

to attend the new Jefferson school or a new elementary school in the Martin

13
District. Furthermore, overcrowding at the Tobin would be greatly relieved

if their present sixth, seventh and eighth graders (over 200 children) had a

^'^ „^- .. .'... *-*^. .,., .. -, .

The"School Department's' plans for new schools are predicated upon a change-

over in the entire system to a six-three-four system: elementary schools

would be K-5; middle schools, 6-7-8; and high schools, 9-12. This change

entails, of course, shifting present sixth grades to what are now junior high

buildings and moving ninth grades into high schools.
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mlddle school to attend. This combination of students provides a pool of 300

middle school students immediately - without relying on the construction of

new hospital housing or the closing of the parochial school. Nor does it

consider those middle school students living in the Martin and Jefferson

districts but attending junior high schools elsewhere. In short, there appear

to be sufficient numbeis of children in the Martin and Jefferson Districts

alone to warrant the construction of a middle school for these and adjoining

districts. The problems of site and balance would be similar to those for

an elementary school, except that a middle school would require more land.

VI Recommendations for Middle and Elementary Schools in the Martin District

The following recommendations bring together all of the major

features of a plan for the middle and elementary schools of the Martin

District.

1) The Allen school should be demolished, making it necessary to find

classrooms for 166 children, 94% of whom are Negro. Razing this building

would free at least part of the plot that also includes the Trade School and

would set in motion the BRA's plans for that plot.

2) The Farragut should also be torn down, releasing 326 children - 53% Negro -

some of whom would be in the sixth grade and thus not eligable for elementary

school. The children from the Allen and Farragut schools would make a total

of under 500, K - 5.

3) A community school should be built on the quarry site to accommodate

1000 pupils, K - 5. The school would include at least the 500 students from

the Farragut and Allen schools. The rest of the population of a new Farragut

School on the quarry site would be from the following possible sources:

A) The 210 children of hospital personnel living in the hospital

housing (making a total of somewhat under 700)

.

B) Some of the children from the parochial grammar school. The

number of these children involved would depend on preliminary

discussions with the Sisters of Notre Dame who run the parochial

grammar school.
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C) Children from the Tobln School. If the whole school were

made into a middle school (if it were decided not to build a

middle school elsewhere in or near the district), this would

displace between five and six hundred children, more than

enough to fill a new 1000-pupil Farragut School on the quarry

site.

The fact that a new Farragut School could be filled with 1000 pupils

from the existing public elementary schools but would still be imbalanced makes

the planning for that school seemingly difficult. In fact, the problems can be

stated in terms of these two alternatives: First, if the parochial school does

close, the students could go to the new farragut and the Tobin. This would,

of course, require that the Tobin become a second strictly elementary school

with an enlarged capacity, i.e., with two more floors (seven rooms per floor

X 32 pupils per room = 448 pupils) . This addition of parochial school students

would balance both elementary schools but displace the middle school students

presently at the Tobin. Second, if the parochial school did not close, a new

Farragut School could absorb the elementary students from the Tobin - with,

unfortunately, some bussing required - and leave the Tobin to be expanded as

a Middle School."''^

VJhlch ever option is chosen will meet the two major needs of the

Martin District and some of the needs of neighboring districts. Either

option will, that is, replace the two old elementary schools in the district

and will set the stage for a new middle school to serve children from the

Martin and Jefferson and Prince Districts (in the northern-most section of

Map #1). Either option would also meet the renewal needs of the district and

keep pace with the hospital's plans for building and rejuvenation.

All of these changes would, of course, have to be made with the full consent

and support of the Directors of Teacher Training, Dr. Lawrence Newell and

. Dr. William Fitzpatrick, at Boston State College. The important considera-

tion is Boston State's need for a training site for both elementary and

secondary teachers. Heretofore, the Tobin School has provided facilities

for both kinds of teachers.
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VII The Jefferson District : Racial Balance and School District Lines

The School Committee's Project #4 of its Phase I building plans

calls for replacing the Bulflnch and the Jefferson Schools with a single

1000-pupil K-5 elementary school located roughly between the two older schools.

The size of the new school makes it possible to reduce the number of imbalanced

schools in the system and, at least theoretically, the precentage of pupils

attending imbalanced schools. In fact the racial balance in the new school

would be roughly equal, based on an average of the October, 1967, populations

of the Jefferson and Bulflnch schools alone. (See Table 3.)

In addition to combining the Bulfinch and Jefferson populations,

the School Committee's present plan calls for changing school district lines

so as to cut into the Martin district north of Parker Hill as far as Tremont

Street.''" (See Map //I.) The purpose of this change is to bring 165 Negro

children from the Martin District - 30 from the Farragut School, 135 from the

Tobln School - into the new Jefferson School, thereby achieving racial balance

In four school populations by building one school. Two problems stand in the

way of realizing this desirable objective. The first has to do with the

mathematics of racial balance. The assumptions underlying this part of

Project #A are 1) that 165 Negro children can come into the new Jefferson

School without upsetting its racial balance, and 2) that taking these

children from the Farragut and the Tobln will balance these schools. Taking

the Racial Imbalance Law's stipulation of fifty percent Negro Enrollment as

the maximum allowable within the definition of racial balance, both of the

above assumptions are, at least on paper. Incorrect. Table 3, which uses

the figures from the October 1967 racial census, indicates that the new

Jefferson School would be exactly balanced if it were made up of the present

populations of the Jefferson and Bulflnch. The addition of 165 Negro children

from north of Parker Hill would bring the percentage of Negro children up to

68. And table 4, using figures from the same source, shows that the reduction

of the Farragut and Tobln populations by 30 and 135 Negro children respectively

will not produce balance in either of these schools.

""^Toward the Elimination of Racial Imbalance in the Public Schools : 1966-1967

Plan. Boston, Mass.: Boston School Committee. Pp. 49-50.
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The second problem has to do with more practical issues. It is

true that according to the most recent attendance figures (October, 1967) for

the existing Jefferson and Bulfinch Schools, 165 Negro children from north of

Parker Hill could be accommodated in the new school: combining just the two

existing school populations would give a total of 819 children, leaving room

for 181 children in a 1000-pupil school. There is, however, a very real

question about whether or not as many as 165 Negro children actually live in

the proposed extension of the Jefferson district north of Parker Hill. In the

opinion of people who live and work in the neighborhood, the projected

attendance lines north of the hill will not include the requisite 165 Negro

children specified in the plans for Project #4. The 1960 U.S. Census for the

area between Parker Hill Avenue and Tremont Streets also suggests that 165

Negro elementary school children may exceed the number actually living there.

In 1960 there were 345 children between five and nine in that area. 330 were

white, 15 (.04%) were non-white. (See Table #5, Map #3.)

Even if the proposed district lines did Include 165 Negro elementary

school children, the problem of getting these pupils to attend the new school

might prove difficult. It would seem virtually impossible to draw attendance

lines as they are planned and be sure of including only Negro pupils. But if

white pupils left the Martin district along with their Negro classmates, the

district would not even approach the kind of balance shown in Table 4.

Furthermore, it is not feasible to get Negro children to go to the new

Jefferson School south of the hill while requiring white children from the

same attendance district to stay at the older Farragut school.

The problem of including 165 Negro elementary pupils could be

solved by drawing the new attendance district lines north along Columbus

Avenue to include the Mission Hill Extension, a heavily Negro housing project

adjacent to the Allen School. (See Map //I.) If this were done, the Jefferson

District would extend north to Ruggles Street and south again following the

line of Parker Street (which forms the old Mission Hill Parish line between

the predominantly white Mission Hill Housing Project and the predominantly

Negro Mission Hill Extension). This maneuver would certainly include 165

Negro elementary school children in the new district, but it could not assure

their attendance at the new Jefferson School. Given a choice most mothers of

young children usually prefer them to attend a school near their home, not a

school twelve blocks away over a large hill that, in this case, has been
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rejected as an elementary school site because of its Inaccessibility in the

winter. Moreover, the mothers in the Mission Hill Extension cannot be

expected to send their children past the Allen and the Tobin Schools (see

Map #1) to a school on the south side of Parker Hill. And there is no

assurance that even the provision of bus service would persuade them to do

this - unless, of course, the Ira Allen were razed and all 166 children bussed

out of the district.

For the above reasons this report recommends that the attendance

district not be changed to bring children from the present Martin District

north of the hill.

VIII An Alternate Attendance District for the Proposed Jefferson School

If attendance district lines for the proposed Jefferson School do

not include the 165 Negro children from the Martin District, the school would

not be filled - assuming it comprised exactly the same populations as the two

existing schools. This would not be a problem if the enrollment in the

Jefferson and Bulfinch were on the rise. Table #1 indicates, however, that

school population in both the Martin and Jefferson Districts is, at least

momentarily, holding steady. It is possible, of course, that the open

enrollment could bring in additional students to a new school from schools in

nearby districts that are overcrowded or without schools due to demolition.

The Kennedy School, for example, is already sending some fifty students up to

two demountable classrooms at the Jefferson; since the Kennedy District is

where the most acute crowding exists, this movement of pupils may necessarily

become permanent.

The Racial Imbalance Law does require some indication of what

means will be used for achieving racial balance in a new school. And planning

for adjacent schools does depend, at least in part, on a knowledge of what

students can be expected to attend the new Jefferson School. Hence, it is

important to specify as fully as possible the boundaries of an attendance

1967 figures are from the school seat count of 29 September and were

obtained by the author from Assistant Superintendents William Miller and

Florence Hawkins.
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dlstrict that will produce racial balance in the proposed new school. Using

demographic data from the Community Health Clinic census it is possible to

project an alternate attendance district that will fill the school wf.th a

racially balanced population from areas continguous to the school. This

census indicates that Negro students from the Bromley-Heath Housing Project

can be included within the attendance district without losing racial balance -

at least according to figures for September, 1967. (See Table 6 for the demo-

graphic data and Map #1 for the proposed attendance district lines.)

The effect of the change in attendance district lines would be to

include most of the Bromley-Heath Housing Project - except the southern and

eastern-most areas (D-4 and D-5 on Map //3) where there are numerous elderly

people. The obvious difficulty of drawing attendance district lines in and

around the Bromley-Heath Project is that the project alone contains a total

of 815 children - potentially 80% of a 1000-pupil school. But rather than

exclude all but 188 of these 815 children in a population averaging over 80%

non-white (as is the case with the existing attendance lines) it seems more

reasonable to include as many residents of the project as possible without

producing- an imbalanced school. If this attempt results in an irregularly

shaped district, it has nevertheless, also achieved the three objectives of

A) accounting for virtually the entire population of the new school, B)

assuring - as much as is possible - that this population is racially balanced,

and C) taking some of the pressure off the crowded Wyman and Kennedy Schools.

From the point of view of community schools, this alternative

district is clearly preferable to spreading the attendance district thinly in

one direction in order to guarantee racial balance and/or bussing in students

from other districts. Either of these alternatives runs the risk of putting

the school beyond the reach of those parents not adjacent to the school and

thus losing the benefits to parent morale (if not student achievement) that

seem to accrue from parent involvement in schools. If, however, what appears

to be a trend does in fact continue, there may be no alternative to enlarging

the Jefferson attendance district so as to include the requisite number of

pupils. The potential trend is, briefly, that three schools in the Martin

The census was conducted by the Community Health Clinic of the Bromley

Heath Housing Project in September 1967. (See Table 5.)
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and Jefferson Districts show actual enrollments this September that are below

the June estimates for these populations and near or below the figures for

1966; while the figures for the JFK and the Uyman are both at or above the

estimates made in June. Rollins Griffith, Principal of the Lewis Junior High,

and Assistant Superintendent William Miller both have suggested independently

that this trend (which is perhaps even more obvious in the Timilty where the

number of Negro students went from 682 in 1966 to 608 In October of 1967) can

be accounted for by the Exodux and Metco programs and by the independent

movement of junior high students to schools in, for example, Brighton - the

Edison and the Taft. This trend, desirable though it may be for racial

balance, is bound to influence the community school concept - particularly if

the children leaving their districts are the children of the more ambitious

and articulate parents who might otherwise be expected to take an active

interest in their local schools when the occasion presented itself.

It is not within the scope of this report to recommend ways to

counter this trend. Such a trend could, nevertheless, cause serious problems

for the development of community interest and involvement in a community

school. These signs of increased mobility and concommitant range of school

choices pose a serious challenge to the School Department. Put very simply

the challenge is this: Make sure the new schools are better than the old ones,

otherwise able and ambitious students will go elsewhere, and the new schools

will house only the most difficult and unmotivated students. Another equally

real though less discussed challenge is that involved in the local control

argument* behind community schools, i.e., if the School Department is unable

to improve schools, the parents will try it themselves - perhaps within the

framework of a plan like New York's recent program for decentralization.

IX The Jefferson School in Relation to the Martin District and the Wyman School

The eventual shape of the attendance district is, of course, a

matter of School Committee jurisdiction. And changes in population may make

the district suggested above infeasible. It is important to realize, however,

that no adjustment of the district lines - north and south - will achieve the

*
See footnote 25.
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two subsidiary objectives of Project #4. The first of these objectives was

made explicit in the School Committee's plans for the project. "This transfer

[of 30 Negro pupils from the Farragut to the new Jefferson] will reap two

benefits; the racial balancing of the Farragut School, and the elimination of

a dangerous school crossing at Huntington Avenue for approximately 30 children

. . . The transfer of 135 pupils to the new school would racially balance the
18

Tobin and simultaneously establish a desirable teacher-pupil ratio." It

should be clear from the discussion above and from the tables that this

objective is not within the reach of this plan. In other words, building the

Jefferson School cannot be relied upon to balance any of the schools in the

Martin District. For this reason, the author recommends a separate school

building-school Improvement plan for the Martin District.

A second objective has been added to later discussions of Project

#4 as a kind of hopeful footnote: a 1000-pupil Jefferson School will be able

to absorb children now attending schools in the Kennedy District, making it

possible to close the Wyman School. From a strictly mathematical point of

view this is at least a possibility: adding the present school populations

of the Jefferson (493), the Bulflnch (334), and the Wyman (295) gives a total

of 1122 students. Unfortunately, however, the simple mathematics of the

situation obscure the fact that the children at the Wyman are all K-3. In-

cluding this large number In the new Jefferson would overbalance the school

In its lower grades.

Furthermore, it seems more reasonable to plan for a new Jefferson

School population that will include the residents of the Bromley-Heath Project,

which is adjacent to the new school, than to attempt to include children

living further south and presently attending the Wyman School.

Finally, there are two other factors relating to the school

populations of the Kennedy and Wyman Schools. The first is the fact that the

Kennedy - the second newest school in the city - Is already so overcrowded

that all of its nonacademlc space is devoted to classrooms: the gym has two

^
Toward the Elimination of Racial Imbalance in the Public Schools : 1966-1967

Plan . Boston: Boston School Committee, February 1967, p. 50.
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classes in it, the home economics room has a class in it, the audio-visual

room has a class, and there are classes in two women teachers work rooms and

a supply room. And even these make-shift arrangements have not been able to

make room for two classes of fifth graders who must attend class in two

demountable classrooms in the playground of the Jefferson School. Rather than

closing the Wyman School, then, it seems more reasonable to consider restoring

some of the non-academic rooms to their original function. If this can be

done without having to use the Wyman, then it would be desirable, but not

before. (Though, the Kennedy, was originally designed as a community school, it is

unable to fulfill this function because the rooms that might be useful to the

community have been pre-empted for classes.)

In sum, it is clear that both the JFK and the Wyman will become

less crowded if the alternate attendance district suggested above is actually

used. But no plans for closing the Wyman should be made unless a bussing

program is available to relieve the seemingly inevitable crowding in the

Kennedy. There is, of course, the possibility that the apparent movement of

children out of the Martin and Jefferson Districts will affect the Kennedy

district to the extent that it will make closing the Wyman a real possibility.

The decision to close should, however, await a much clearer indication of that

trend than is now available.

X The Jefferson District ; The Community School Concept

The above mentioned difficulties with Project #4 exemplify some of

the difficult steps on the way to clarifying the concept of a community

school. This concept, which underlies all of the Phase I schools, has begun

to evolve as a result of planning by the Public Facilities Commission and the

School Community Group (SCG) of Operation Schoolhouse. One instance of the

evolution of this concept involves the planning for the first three Phase I

schools. As part of their plans for consulting the indiginous community

about the educational specifications for the three new elementary schools in

See Appendix A for an expanded treatment of the community school concept.
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the Gibson, Marshall and Endicott Districts, the SCG met with local residents

in a public meeting. Having assumed the community would be content to select

20
among fifteen alternatives for the three new schools on the basis cf brief

discussions of each alternative, the SCG found themselves faced with confused,

indignant parents and other members of the north Dorchester and Roxbury

Communities. The indignation of this group over what they felt to be their

exclusion from the substantive planning of the three schools led to the

formation of a strong, well-informed eighteen-member steering committee

representing most of the interested organizations in the area. The existence

of this group makes clear the determination (and thus far the ability) of

these parents and other non-professionals to participate in the process of

planning for new schools that effect them. If the north Dorchester experience

is typical, it is no longer possible to assume that parents and others affected

by a local school are indifferent to the way it is planned and the way it

functions subsequently.

Thus far, however, the community school concept is only very

sketchlly defined. Having accepted and begun to act upon the rough notion

that having a community school implies the participation of the community in

the planning and operation of that school, the major question facing the Public

Facilities Commission, the School Department and Operation Schoolhouse planners

is how this participation can be most effective for all concerned. Until

recently the professionals planning Phase I schools have assumed that they

should select a site and then present the community with a fait accompli - as

happened with the three north Dorchester schools. In the case of the new

Jefferson Schools, however, community groups (notably the Jamaica Plain APAC)

have voiced some concern over what they see to be the related problems of the

site, district lines and racial balance. They have expressed their concern

that the Negro students living in the Broraley-Heatb Housing Project south of

Horan IJay - yet still quite close to the site of the new school - might some-

how be excluded from the new school since they are now technically in the

Kennedy District. And despite the persuasiveness of the agruments regarding

construction costs involved in bringing the APAC's alternate site north of

Heath Street down to the level of the Jefferson Playground, some members of the

20
e.g., a swimming pool versus a theater or a theater versus a science facility,
etc.
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APAC are still understandably disturbed about the displacement of 60 white

elementary school children by the Public Facilities Commission's Minden

Street site. All of these legitimate concerns, misgivings, or misunderstand-

ings cannot simply be shrugged aside in the belief that some individuals are

never satisfied or would not understand the reasons behind the decisions

already made.

It seems clear that these concerns and possible sources of

resistance to the school might have been reduced by involving the relevant

community in the selection of the school site. Thus far, however, professional

planners have not tried this and are understandably wary of its results - in

part because they have no way of knowing what "involving" might mean in

operational terms. Probably the operational meaning will vary from community

to community; but in the community affected by the new Jefferson School

"involving" means, at the very least, informing community leaders (both social

and political) of pending decisions and explaining how these decisions are to

be made. This kind of involvement is certainly not adequate for all stages

of the planning process, but it is a valuable and necessary first step, a

demonstration of good faith that would lay a sound foundation for future

community participation in joint planning.

Another feature of community participation in the planning of a

new Jefferson School involves consultation with local residents and the

21
directors of the Bromley-Heath Clinic, particularly Dr. Eve Salber.

Discussions have, in fact, already begun between members of the Operation

Schoolhouse staff and representatibes of the Clinic. And it is hoped that

the educational specifications submitted to the Public Facilities Commission

by Operation Schoolhouse will reflect the need for improved school health

care and health care generally on the south side of Parker Hill.

XI The Hospitals and Improved . Communitv Schools

The hospitals are powerful members of the Mission Kill-Parker Hill

community and the schools near them will reflect their interest and concern or

21
The Bromley-Heath Clinic is an outpatient clinic for children, serving the

residents of the Bromley-Heath Housing Project and families living west of

the project between, roughly. Centre Street and South Huntington Avenue.
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the lack of it. They are therefore an important consideration in the

development of the community school concept. Put another way, I am proposing

that a community school implies some relationship between the school and its

institutional neighbors and that the nearness of the hospitals to the schools -

in the Martin District particularly - provides a unique opportunity to explore

and develop that idea.

There is also the less abstract but equally Important question of

self interest. Any institution benefits by being located in a healthy,

stable neighborhood. This is particularly true of hospitals because of their

close ties to and influence on the community that surrounds them. Thus it is

clearly advantageous for the Affiliated Hospitals to support and encourage

the public schools, thereby enabling them to contribute to the stability of

the Mission Hill-Fenway area.

While these observations are true in a general sense, they will

also have a quite specific application. When the Affiliated Hospitals build

their housing and other medical facilities in the triangle south of Francis

Street, and west of Huntington Avenue, they hope to attract a significant

percentage of families with school-age children. Whether or not they are

able to do this depends, at least in part, on the quality of the schools in

the Martin District. If there are good schools in the district, these families

will live in the new housing; if not, the population of the housing will

mirror that in the district now: young professionals and older couples or

individuals, neither of whom have a lasting interest in the stability and

health of the community. Thus the hospitals have a significant stake in the

quality of the schools near them. In this sense they are part of the school

community.

There is, of course, no completely reliable, objective yardstick

for school quality. (However, for some thoroughly useful and provocative

guidelines for evaluating city schools, see chapter four of Robert Havighurst's

22
Education in Metropolitan Areas . Suffice it to say that most of the hospital

tiavighurst, Boston, Mass., Allyn & Bacon, 1966.
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staff with school age children do not presently live in the Martin District or

send their children to school there. For this preference to shift, i.e., to

get these families to consider living in the district, significant changes

will have to occur in the local schools, changes which the hsopitals (and,

hopefully, the church as well, if its elementary school students do eventually

go to public schools) should take the opportunity to promote.

At least three levels or kinds of hospital involvement seem

necessary - thou:?h by no means sufficient - to encourage changes in the

district's schools. First, the hospitals must be willing to cooperate with

the School Department in finding a site for a new school or schools. Because

of the Affiliated Hospitals' interest in the Farragut School site, this kind

of cooperation should be mutually beneficial. Second, there should be joint

planning between schools, hospitals, and community with regard to the clinical

facilities planned for the neighborhood. This kind of mutual planning would

consider school medical services and training facilities appropriate to the

health health needs of the community and relative to facilities available in

nearby hospitals and in off-site clinics - existing and projected. (See page

23.)

Finally, both of these activities are predicated on the active

participation of the hospitals in a four-way partnership for the planning and

development of schools in the Mission Hill-Parker Hill neighborhood. This

partnership, which would include the Affiliated Hospitals, the parents and

other members of the community, the Boston Public Schools, and one or several

schools of education, would be instituted - ideally - prior to the selection

of a site or sites and would continue, perhaps somewhat altered, after the

school opened its doors. This kind of consortium - pivoting perhaps on the

church and the hospitals and comparable to the mere vocal, ambitious parents
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23
in a suburban community - could be instrumental in assuring that the time

prior to the opening of a new school was used purposefully and that the school

later did not lose its concern for excellence. This particular kind of con-

sortium is unique to the Martin District, though other similar committees

should be formed with different groups being represented in different
24

communities where other Phase I schools are being planned.

XII Harvard Graduate School of Education and the Community School

Because of its increasingly close association with the Boston

School Department and its implicit sponsorship of Operation Schoolhouse, the

Harvard Graduate School of Education has a special responsibility and

opportunity to develop and make operational the concept of the community

school. Assuming that having a community school is not an end in itself but

a means of achieving better education, we should look at the ways a graduate
25

school of education might combine its resources with those of the community.

23
The Task Force on Economic Growth and Opportunity of the U.S. Chamber of

Commerce quotes Kenneth Clark on the desirability of having business and

other institutions active in the improvement of schools for disadvantaged

populations: "Lovzer income children will get better education in American

public schools only when parent surrogates such as business and industrial

leaders also demand it and obtain it for them." The Disadvantaged Poor :

Education and Employment . Washington, D.C., 1966, p. 31. The report goes

on to point out why it is financially advantageous for businessmen in

particular to work for the improvement of public schools and recommends

greater commitment to improved public education.

For further suggestions regarding the organization of communities around

schools, see Peter Schrag, Village School Downtown . Boston, Beacon Press,

1967, Pp. 154-184.

25
I am also assuming that parent or community participation is good in itself,

but that it may have a much stronger effect on parent morale than on

student achievement. For some comments on this subject, see Robert Schwartz,

Thomas Pettigrew, and Marshall Smith, "Fake Panaceas for Ghetto Education,"

New Republic . 23 September 1967. And ICRD Bulletin II/III (Winter 1966-1967)

which contains a discussion and extensive bibliography regarding IS 201 and

the concept of "community control."
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Thus far the use of these resources has been modest. Operation Schoolhouse

has produced educational specifications for four schools and has established

contact with community groups in these communities. The Mission Hill Project

has also made some temporary contact with members of its target community.

The most tangible results of these efforts have been this report, the growth of

the Steering Committee associated with the three Phase I schools in North

Dort-hester, and the Education Committee of the Jamaica Plain APAC. However,

without a plan for long-term, systematic cooperation between university and

community this initial effort cannot be expected to have a lasting influence

on the quality of education in these and subsequent Phase I schools.

Proven models for community involvement in the planning, operation

and, what is important, the Improvement of public schools are few and largely

inapplicable to this situation - though the IS 201 controversy (see footnote

25) does shed some light on the aims - if not the outcomes - of "community

control."

Two models do exist for university participation or involvement.

The first, and most familiar to graduate school of education faculty members,

is based on consultation and curriculum trials in the schools with sometimes

a quid pro quo relationship between the two. This research is relatively

easy for the faculty member and usually advances his career. Its effects on

the schools are difficult to determine but have thus far seemed somewhat less

than dramatic.

Another model is also gaining acceptance. This entails much more

direct university participation in the administration and planning of a school.

One example is New York University's "taking over" a junior high school.

Within the Harvard Graduate School of Education there are smaller efforts that

point in roughly the same direction: 1) consultation with the school depart-

ment, the parent community and business leaders in Wilmington, Delaware, for •

the purpose of planning a community school; 2) and the gradual emergence of

school-university-parent cooperation at the Patrick Campbell Junior High.

The relationship of Tufts University schools of Education, Architecture and

Medicine to the new Qulncy School provides another local example of joint

planning by school and university. In short, such cooperation has been shown

to be possible - though its effects are thus far untested.
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One critical feature of the second laodel is that it concentrates

the resources of a single school of education intensively on one school. But

since the School Department will build at least fourteen schools in the next

three to five years, a single university cannot expect to commit a sufficient

number of its students and/or faculty to work effectively with all fourteen

of the school and community groups associated with the new schools. Rather

than attempting to offer occassional, informal advice to community school

planning groups or simply encouraging other universities to do the same.

Harvard could be most effective by producing a plan for use by many community

school groups. This plan would outline a set of proceedures to follow in

getting funds and academic help in order to make the period from the formation

of the planning group to the opening of the school a fruitful one resulting

in genuine innovation and improved education as soon as the school opens.

Some criteria for such a plan are:

1. It must provide for community participation but not permit the quality of

the school to suffer if the community is indifferent, or disorganized.

2. It must provide funds for those people who will assume the bulk of the

work - school, community and university and hospital people alike - so that

the improvement of the school does not depend on volunteers.

3. It must provide money, time and leaders for the joint education of

community, teachers and administrators. These three groups must have some

common experience upon which to build a common set of assumptions about

quality education and a powerful plan for achieving that goal.

4. It must not place the funds for the planning groups in the hands of any

one institution. The control should either be shared by all participants or

be in the hands of a "neutral" outside agency.

5. The planning group must not simply be restricted to a recommending

function - unless its membership consists of men or agencies who would them-

selves be responsible for making decisions; in which case a recommendation

would be tantamount to a decision.

6. The planning group should not get money for Its operations until it has a

clear plan covering the full period from the time the site selection begins
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through the first two years of the school's operation. It should, however, be

given planning money to gather its members, to conduct a period of joint

education, and to formulate a plan.

XIII General Recommendations

The following recommendations are offered as a means of achieving

the twin objective of improving schools in the Martin and Jefferson Districts

and of producing a plan for the educational improvement of all of the Phase I

schools.

1. A group of Harvard Graduate School of Education faculty and

students. School Department personnel, and community representatives,* should

be formed to work on the Martin District as a case study. They would, in

other words, study the kinds of school Improvement necessary in that district

and explore the means of achieving that improvement - though they would not

actually operate the schools. The purpose of that group would be 1) to

develop a plan that could be used for the Phase I schools and others, and 2)

to explore as fully and realistically as possible one way in which a university

might work cooperatively to improve city schools.

2. The first steps this group would take would include at least

the following.

A. Provide the School Department and others with architectural/

engineering reports on the two building problems described in

this report: the quarry site and the addition of two floors to

the present Tobin School.

B. Explore the sources of funding so that the proposed group

could continue to work with the community and the schools prior

to its opening and for about two years thereafter. This funding

would also be used for the joint education of teachers and

parents. This kind of education project has already been under-

taken by some agencies within the Roxbury community, and it would

perhaps be possible to take advantage of the schedules, biblio-

graphy, itinerary, etc. of these agencies. The purpose of this

*The community representatives in such a group would be selected by the

community, not Harvard.
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joint education is to inform parents, teachers and other potential

members of a planning group as to genuine alternatives to

existing school practices in Boston.

C. In cooperation with school and community representatives,

prepare a working description of the most effective relationship

between school, community, and School of Education. Such a

description would necessarily have to deal with the vexing problem

of how to facilitate the community's exercise of power while at

the same time preventing the generally conservative attitudes of

the parents (and some teachers and administrators) from reducing

the quality of the education offered by the school. As part of

1 its description of the role of the community, this report or

description should at least consider the possibility of a "neutral"

community liaison (or organizer if the need presented itself) who

would be employed by the community to represent their interests,

keep them informed, and perform the function of an educational

ombudsman, working for community participation as a means of

achieving school improvement. This working description would be

subject to amendment dictated by the actual process of working

together.

D. Work specifically with the School Department (probably the

Office of Program Development) and community representatives in

developing a detailed plan for improving a new school in the

Martin District prior to its opening and maintaining its quality

once it opened.

3. As one step in facilitating work on schools in the Martin

District, a meeting should be held between representatives of the Affiliated

Hospitals, the Harvard Graduate School of Education, the School Department,

and the community to explore the questions raised by this report and to make

additional recommendations regarding the topics outlined above.

k. To facilitate school planning for all fourteen new schools

the School Department should conduct a demographic survey of all the areas

where schools are planned. This was done by the Eromley-Heath Community

Health Center and \-ias invaluable in providing a basis for recommendations

regarding district lines. The Health Center surveyed four and one-half
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census tracks at a cost of $5000 - exclusive of key punching and computer

time - using community residents for a large portion of this work. This use

of community residents could be an effective step in getting indigenous

people involved in some of the concrete problems surrounding school planning.

5. As soon as possible the teachers and administrators for a

new school should be selected so that they can participate in a joint

education program with parents and perhaps representatives of near-by

institutions - hospitals, businesses, etc. These professionals should then

be freed of some of their teaching duties so they can then plan jointly with

the other members of their particular community school planning committee.
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Appendix A: Community Schools

The Boston School Committee has decided that each new building will be a

"community school" not to be confused with a "neighborhood school." The

Committee has made a courageous and wise decision, moving the Boston Schools

into uncharted but promising territory. There are, however, at least two

meanings to the term, "community school". First, a community school is a

pubHc building maximally exploited by all citizens: as a regular school

from morning to mid-afternoon, but as a community center, study hall, clinic,

public library, athletic facility, etc., at other times. This notion

appeals to common sense, but elsewhere severe problems of coordination among

city agencies have been encountered. Second, a community school is an

educational agency maximally responsive to the considered interests and needs

of the surrounding neighborhood. Another way of stating the same idea more

forcefully is to talk in terms of "community control." This does not

generally mean that parents intend to operate a school. Rather, it means

they are convinced that the schools' unresponsiveness and inaccessability to

them is a factor influencing their children's poor performance. And it means

that parents in some communities are willing to push very hard to achieve

increased responsiveness and accessibility on the part of teachers and

administrators of particular schools. These parents want very much to see

administrative changes of the scale and intent of the recently announced

decentralization plan for New York City (New York Times , 12 November 1967,

Section 4, p. 9. See also footnote 24).

In theory, the two definitions are complementary (how can people

"exploit" a building unless their "needs" and "interests" are known?); but

in practice the second has involved its proponents in continuing battles,

since no one really knows how to make an agency "responsive" to "considered

interests." These are going to be hot issues in the immediate future in

Boston (they already are in the Jefferson District) , wherever the community

school concept is put into effect.

The author's experience in writing this and an earlier report on

the site and district lines for the new Jefferson School illustrates clearly

how even well-intentioned efforts by a professional on behalf of a community

can fall short of their stated goal. The earlier report states a relatively

strong case for community involvement in decisions about site and school

district. But the recommendations for district lines in that report run
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contrary to the stated principle of coranunlty participation. These recom-

mendations are based on figures gathered by the staff of the Bromley-Heath

Community Health Center and processed by tvio members of the Jamaica Plain

APAC staff. However, neither the author nor any member of the APAC staff

consulted the people in the Bromley-Heath Housing Project who would be most

directly and personally effected by this decision.

After that report was submitted to the Executive Committee of

Operation Schoolhouse and to the Public Facilities Conmission, the Jamaica

Plain APAC Education Committee continued to work on the problem and came up

with several sound, persuasive recommendations: 1. Since Area B (Table uS,

Map //I) contains many fewer students than at the time of the 1960 Census, the

district line for the new Jefferson School can now come all the way down

South Huntington Avenue to Centre Street, east on Centre, up Bickford to

Parker and up Parker to the third apartment building south of Heath, east to

Lamartine Street, and then west again along Heath Street. Both the author's

previous recommendation and this one by the APAC will be reviewed by the

School Committee - hopefully with the support of a full-scale demographic

survey - but the fact that professionals and non-professionals have been able

to work effectively together should not be overshadowed by the final decision.

2. VJhereas the author failed to consult the people most directly

effected by the decision, the APAC Education Committee v;as able to canvass

the mothers of elementary age children in the southern part of Section D-5.

They found that most would prefer to send their children to the JFK -

especially the K-3 children - because of its proximity. They found that

there was less unanimity the further they moved up into section D-4. The

fact that in this part of the project the district lines recommended by the

author and by the APAC are probably less than 200 yards apart is much less

This calculation assumes that Areas C-1 and C-2 have a total of 260 children

ten of whom are Negro. The APAC's proposed district would have 4A1 white

children and 436 Negro children for a total of 877, leaving 123 places to

allow for an Increase in population or for inaccuracies of estimate in areas

like Section B (see footnote 2, Table 5) or that between the Jamaicaway and

South Huntington Avenue.)
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significant than the fact that someone finally did ask the people most

effected. From the point of view of a community school, this kind of

participation in and concern for decisions relating to the school has the

desirable effect of stimulating a parent's interest in what the school Is

doing. It says to the parent that decisions about schooling can be made

in which professional, administrative convenience takes a back seat. From

this point it is a logical and natural - though not emperically proven - step

toward increased parent concern for the details of their children's education.

And without such a concern on the part of parents, efforts at improving

education begin with a severe disadvantage.

3. Finally the APAC Education Committee recommended expanding

the new Jefferson School to 1200 as a further means of relieving the crowded,

JFK and Wyman Schools. This idea seems eminently sound and deserves serious

further study as to its feasibility for the site, the size of the play space,

etc.

This brief illustration points up two things about community

schools: 1. Parents do see schools in ways that allow them to contribute

valuable ideas to school planners, administrators and teachers. 2. Even

when the parents' ideas are m.uch the same as the professionals', the fact

that parents participate in the decision-making process can make the crucial

difference between successful or unsuccessful implementation of these ideas

with their children.
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TABLE 1: Public Schools In the Mart in and Jefferson Districts and Adlolnlng

Schools; October, 1966 .

Estimated Actual

Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment

Schools Rooms Grades Capacity 1966 1967 29 Sept 1967

Jefferson District

Jefferson
Bulfinch
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TABLE 2A: Racial Balance in the Martin, Jefferson and Kennedy School

Districts and the Timlltv Junior High - 1966-1967

School
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TABLE 3: The Proposed New Jefferson School, K _- .5

Enrollment

Sources of Students 1967 % Non-white Wiite Non-white Total

1) Jefferson School 43 290 203 = A75

2) Bulfinch School 57 144 190 = 334

Totals Without Children
from the Martin District 50 475 334 = 819

Negro Students

3) Farragut School 30

4) Tobin School 135

165 165

Total Population of New
Jefferson School with Children 68 984

From the Martin District

Source: October 1967 Racial Census taken in individual Boston Public Schools.
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TABLE 4: Effects of Proposed Changes in Dis trict Lines on the Farra^ut

and Tobin Schools

IfJhite Non-white % Non-white Totr.l Students

Tobin School

Before Redistricting 244 535 69 779

After Redistricting:
Transferring 135 244 400 62 644
Negro Pupils

Farragut School

Before Redistricting 152 174 53 326

After Redistricting:
Transferring 30 152 144 52 276

Negro Pupils
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TABLE 5: Population figures relevant to tlie School Department's plans for the

new Jefferson School - Project //4 (See attached map)!

Area A - North of Parker Hill, bounded by Tremont Street, Parker Street,

Parker Hill Avenue, and Huntington Avenue.

Children, aged 5-9: Total White Non-white % Non-white

345 330 14 .04

Area B - South of Parker Hill, bounded by Parker Hill Avenue, Parker
Street, Heath Street, South Huntington Avenue, Castleton Avenue,

Willow Pond Road, the Jamaicaway, and Huntington Avenue.

^

Children, aged 5-9: Total White Non-white % Non-white

270(60) 229(30) 41(30) .15(.50)

Area C - Bounded by Heath Street, Walden Street, Centre Street, Creighton
Street, Brynner Street, and South Huntington Avenue. '

Children, aged 3-8: Total White Non-white % Non-white

320 303 15 .04

Section C-1 - Bounded by Heath Street, Walden Street, present School

District line, and South Huntington Avenue.

Total White Non-white % Non-v;hite

198 186 12 .06

Proposed site of new Jefferson School (within C-1) - Bounded by Heath

Street, Schiller Street, Minden Street and Day Street.

Total IJhite Non-white % Non-white

70 63 7 .10

Section C-2 - Bounded on the north by present School District line,

Walden Street, Centre Street, Creighton Street, and

Brynner Street.

Total tJhite Non-vjhite % Non-white
122 119 3 .02

Area D - Bromley-Heath Project - Bounded by Heath Street, Lamartine Street,

Centre Street, and Walden Street.

2

Children, aged 3-8 Total Vfliite Non-white % Non-whi te

815 175 640 .79

Figures show number of children aged 5-9, according to 1960 census data.

2
The figures in parentheses are supplied by the Educational Committee of the

Jamaica Plain APAC. They are not precise but do accurately reflect the large
numbers of people who have moved out of Area B since the 1960 Census.

3
Figures show number of children aged 3-8, according to 1967 Community Health
Census Data. Available at Bromley-Heath Community Health Center.
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Table 5 (continued)

Section D-1 - Bounded by Heath Street, Bickford Street, Horan Way, and

Walden Street, (Within currently proposed Jefferson District]

Total tJhite Non-white % Non-white

"l88' 57 131 .69

Section D-2 - Bounded by Horan Way, Bickford Street, Centre Street, and

Walden Street.

Total IiJhite Non-white % Non-white

79 17 62 .78

Section D-3 - Bounded by Heath Street, Parker Street, and Bickford Street.

Total White Non-white % Non-white

182 35 1A7 ' .81

Section D-4 - Bounded by Heath Street, Lamartine Street Extension,

Parker Extension (dotted line), and Parker Street.

^

Total VJhite Non-white % Non-white

247(269) 30 217(228) ,88(.8A)

Section D-5 - Bounded by Parker Street, Parker Extension, Lamartine

Street Extension, Centre Street, and Bickford Street.

Total White Non-white % Non-white

119 36 83 .69

Table 5: This table does not include the figures from the Blessed Sacrament

School (Sunnyside Street). The church tentatively projects a limited

elementary school program by 1969, and this is included below. This fall,

however, the Negro enrollment in the school has enlarged, and a continuation

of this trend may cause the school administration to revise their projections.

But since this trend is not yet firmly established, it seemed most realistic

not to include the Blessed Sacrament children in any projected Jefferson

School enrollment. It is important, however, for the School Department to

consult with the Parish leadership regarding their plans for the Blessed

Sacrament School before dravjing final attendance district lines.

Enrollment figures for the Blessed Sacrament School -

tentatively projected to 1969.

Total Enrollment 420

From Outside Parish 30

From Within Parish, but 144

South of Centre Street

From Bromley-Heath Project 102

White 78

Non-white 24

From Area C 144

The figures in parentheses, which are supplied by the Education Committee of

the Jamaica Plain APAC, include an additional small building allegedly not

included in the Bromley-Heath Census.
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TABLE 6: Comparison of Proposed District Lines and Suggested Alternatives

1. School Population of the Proposed Jefferson School District (excluding

children presently living on the proposed school site)
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